STORYLINE “Some Men Must Die”
Contemporary Dance Film by Thomas Mettler, 102’

STORYLINE/ SCRIPT SUMMARY
The film begins on the banks of the Dnepr. We see a man looking thoughtfully out at the
river. He holds a little notebook in his hands. The scene is interrupted by counter cuts in
a dark, bunker-like space. A man fights wildly with himself, screams. In the off we hear
the voice of the man on the riverbank to whom we are now returning. We learn that the
man is an Ukrainian theatre director who is to stage a dance piece about the Ukrainian
war.1 The director has doubts about the project - will he be able to capture the clusters
of war on stage?
On a camera ride into the surroundings of the river we discover a soldier who buries
hectically some dead bodies. Suddenly we find ourselves on the stage of a theatre, where
the same soldier drops the last corpse he was burying only a second ago on the Dnepr’s
riverbank onto the dance floor. A second man
emerges from the backdrop of the theatre,
picks up on the fallen and embeds him. We feel
that a father mourns his son - a dance is born.
The dead man awakens to life, the embrace
becomes more defensive, and finally a fight
begins between the two men, in the course of
which the formerly dead man knocks his father
down. The son leaves the dead father lying on
stage and leaves without looking back. The
victim has become a killer.
The next scene takes place in a street in Kiev. A group of refugees approaches. Slowly the
men are reaching for blankets, which, suddenly, fall from the sky. As they pick the
blankets up, they fold them carefully to hold them in their arms like babies, cradling
them. At the edge of the frame we discover Natalia, who is sitting on a low stonewall.
She sings. One of the refugees approaches her, gives her a blanket baby in her hand - in a
reverse cut it becomes a real child that Natalia now comforts by singing a lullaby. The
theatre director passes the scene and ponders her. He holds a gift in his arms and seems
to be dressed up. He's on his way to a party - we follow him.
The director arrives at the theatre entrance, enters a ballroom and puts his coat down.
He is going to a wedding. In the ballroom the celebration is getting prepared, a wedding
chapel takes place and several smiling and chattering bridesmaids dress up the bride
Dasha. A later setting shows the festival at its climax, the guests dancing and laughing.
In the midst of the guests we discover the
director who wants to steal a cherry from the
wedding cake, but is deterred by a resolute old
lady. Smiling, he turns his hand away and
enchants the cherry into a clown nose. With his
friend Dima, whom he glances sitting at a table
in some a distance, he eludes a little clown
number. The two clowns try to outdo each
other with staged war injuries. Everybody
All we learn about this director in the course of the film, we learn from his Off-Voice:
We will hardly ever hear him speak.
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laughs, but the smile grows uneasy when one of the clowns gets his leg shot off, the
other his head. Suddenly, a door opens with a slam, a soldier appears, the bridegroom
Andrej and the officer Dimo are detached. They must leave the party immediately.
Andrej and Dima put on their uniform jackets and leave.
The director walks through the night, heading home. As he passes the streets, we glance
a young man, his son, crossing the path behind the director – unobserved by his father.
The camera starts following him, finally turns against him, showing his face up front. As
he walks, the young man starts to recite a poem about the horrors of war. The recitation
accelerates together with his stomping footsteps and becomes more and more
aggressive, until, with the last line of the poem, he turns away and disappears into a side
street. In the following setting we see the director’s arrival at home. He rushes through
the door to his desk, where he frantically starts writing down an idea for his stage piece.
In the next scene we see it carried out on stage:
A soldier, topless, enters the stage. He carries
something in his arms, which he tenderly
caresses. After a moment he throws the object
into the air. He holds it into the light and we
see that it is a head, made of clay. He walks
towards the light, holds the clay head next to
his head and bumps them together - an action,
which leaves heavy, marks on the clay head. At
the end of the scene he holds it in his stretched
out arms, bumps the head hardly against his,
throws it up in the air with great force and lets
it smash on the ground. He stands on it. A
violent song rings out, which ends with the
words: “Oh, my destiny, where did you go? Did
you burn in the fire or did you drown in the sea?”
A large group of soldiers rush on stage and
engage in a violent dance, among them also
Andrej, Dima and a senior officer Oleksii. As
the danced fight slows down, the soldiers start to fight a slow-motion dance, which
oscillates between restrained embraces and very slow punches. Finally, the camera
turns away, to the lockers at the edge of the stage. The locker doors are open; in a door
we discover photos of Andrej's bride and his little son.2
In a following scene we see a military truck from behind. Its canvas cover is open.
Soldiers are loading the truck hectically, dust gets swirled up and boots are stamping
into the ground. Finally, the last parcel is loaded; the canvas at the back of the truck gets
closed. The truck drives away. As it leaves the frame, we see Officer Dima, laying death
in the gutter behind the road. In a short sequence of different frames, which show Dima
lying dead in various environments, we discover him laying half buried in the sand. Next
to him lies another body, which slowly starts moving. Both bodies engage in a dance
fight, in which course Dima shoots the other soldier and runs away. He is blood-stained,
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Scene left out: Director’s „Tree Dance“ in a burnt wood.
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scared and deeply shocked. We meet him again at home, in the shower. We sense his
desperation. His voice rings out in the off, reciting a poem:
Each time I end up home
as though under a warm shower
a slag heap observes me out of habit
in the chink of its triangular eye –
I take off my uniform
my undergarments
and stand beneath the shower
with shoulders straightened like a cross
just in my own skin
that I’m not planning to take off
I throw on just the lace of recollections
and look through them at the slag heap and sun
right into their faces
into the round eye of the sun
and the triangular slag heap’s –
and from the shower head onto my wet skin
it’s not rain falling, but snow.

After the last line of the poem, we see a close up of the tiled shower floor. A small water
stream, dipping from Dima’s body, disappears into the shower’s drain. Slowly the
draining water turns red.
We pick up Andrej’s story. He is standing outside in the cold night, warming himself at a
fire, which is burning in a barrel. A group of soldiers is joining him. They drink and
chatter. Andrej looks forlorn, entangled in deep thoughts. He starts reciting a sad poem.
He never watches up during his recitation. At the end of it, he lifts a bottle of Vodka to
his mouth and takes a deep sip. He closes his eyes. Suddenly, he spits the Vodka over the
flames, where the liquor discharges in a big flash of fire. In Andrej’s back, his fellow
soldiers, all wrapped in blankets, engage in a sort of dervish dance.3 The last setting
shows us Andrej’s sad eyes.
We follow Dima again. He is walking alongside a run-down industrial site, tired, with a
rifle in his hands. He looks wearily over his shoulder as to check for pursuers. Suddenly,
a loud noise rings out - not a shooting, but something falling down with a loud, metallic
noise. Dima startles and runs through an open gate, into an industrial hall. We see
machines and a lot of dust. The place seems abandoned for a long time. In the off we
hear Dima’s thoughts: How was it here, once, wen workers were doing their job? When
people actually lived here? After Dima has almost crossed the entire factory hall, we
hear a dog barking. We discover it together with Dima. It is tied to a pole next to the
south entrance of the industrial site. The dog barks frantically at first, but calms down as
Dima starts talking to him. Finally Dima frees the dog and takes it with him.4
In the meantime, Andrej is back in the army barrack. We see him entering a cold military
shower. He seems very exhausted as he takes off his shirt. He opens his trousers to get
them off too, but suddenly all force seems to abandon him and he stops in the middle of
the movement. He starts to cry. After a moment, a cheerful “Andrej! Andrej!” rings out.
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Scene left out: Paper ships on the river.
Scene left out: Truck loading, screening on the canvas.
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Andrej’s colleagues, all in underwear, storm the shower and rip their underclothes off.
They play around with their blankets, playing “macho men” and toreros. Quickly, Andrej
pulls up his pants and joins the silly game, playing now, himself, a very brave, very
“macho” man.5
We are back in the theatre. The dance company is rehearsing a group scene. The director
is surveying the scene and gives advises. Suddenly, a phone rings out. The director
makes an annoyed remark about turning off the phones during rehearsals, but we feel
that he is not really angry. Andrej (now in his other role as an actor), storms to his
locker, searches frantically for his phone (his ringtone is the theme from Ghost Busters)
and turns it off. The dancers are laughing silently, and Dima’s dog, which sleeps in a
corner of the theatre, looks up. After a moment, it gets up and leaves the theatre through
a side door. The camera follows it to a nearby park, where the dog engages in a play with
another dog.
In some distance, we perceive a puppet theatre,
surrounded by a group of children. The camera
travels a little bit further, and we see a heavily
aged Andrej, a war veteran now. He seems a
decade older than in the previous scenes. He
wears a heavily worn uniform and looks like a
roamer living on the streets, humming and
singing an old Ukrainian soldier’s song. From
time to time he sips at his bottle. As it is empty,
he reaches into his jacket pocket to get a
second bottle out of it. As he pulls it out, a
photo slips out of his pocket too and sails to the
floor. He bends over and picks it up. We see a
close up of it: It shows his wife. Through a
camera trick/ special effect Andrej seems now
getting sucked in the puppet theatre behind
him. On its stage and now a puppet himself,
Andrej relives his whole life: His schooling, his
wedding, and his life as a soldier. The next
transition spits him out of the puppet theatre,
back into reality in the park. He seems sadder than ever as a child reaches for his hand,
offering him a clown’s nose. Andrej puts it on his sad face and makes some stupid faces.
The child laughs.
In the meantime, the stage play in theatre is developing. We witness several scenes,
which will be part of the play.6 The tenseness of the actors, dancers and the director
rises as the electricity suddenly fails. The director swears to the sky: "No! No, you cannot
do this to me. Not again! Nothing works, every time the lights brake down! Come on!
Tomorrow, we have our premiere! And nothing functions!" He goes off stage and slams the
door behind him. Later on, we see him at home. It is night but he cannot sleep. At the
wall behind his bed, we see mounted notes with drawings of the different scenes. He
Scene left out: Natalia in “ruins” of Donesk/Lugansk singing the 2nd part of her song,
which she started in the military shower before.
6 Scenes left out: „Butcher“, dance solo Thomas, soldier’s gathering.
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looks at them and ponders the architecture of his play. Dimas dog is lying next to the
director’s bed.
The next day has arisen, we are in theatre again,
the play is going on. The first scene on stage is a
group scene, which we have seen rehearsing
before: A group of men approach each other,
embrace each other and then fall to the ground.
They stand up again, fall again. Finally two man
rise, facing each other. They look at each other in
disbelief. They stand at a distance first, and start
to talk: “Brother! Is that you? Is that really you?!”
Slowly they approach each other. The disbelief
over the meeting of the two turns into anger, the conversation becomes more and more
aggressive as they approach each other. When they are very close together and almost
touch each other's heads, they scream at each other from the throat. With a loud noise,
they both fall as if they were shot. Natalia, dressed in the traditional Ukrainian costume,
enters the scene, softly singing and caressing the bodies on the floor.
As in a retrospect we see again the ballroom with all the wedding guests. The dancers
we saw a moment before lying dead on the stage lie now in the exact same position on
the ballrooms parquet. They slowly stand up and begin to dance a slow dance with the
women present at the wedding. The band plays “Save The Last Dance For Me”. Suddenly,
the loud noise of firing machine guns tears the song apart. The men sink down to the
earth, shot. The women stand beside them, in shock. Some cry.
In the last scene of the play, now on stage again, the fallen men – among them also the
director - start breathing heavily. They rise, but soon fall again, in different speeds and
rhythms. Aggressive music accompanies the scene. As it grows louder and louder, the
standing-up and falling-down gets more and more ecstatic. The light dims until we see
only darkness, attended by the loud noise.7
We see the director up close, sleeping, but just a second later opening his eyes, startled.
He seems to awake from a bad dream. He blinks against the light. The camera turns to
the reason for his awakening: It is a child, tearing at the director’s hand: “Grandpa
Grandpa! Finally, Easter has come! Finally! Wake up, help me seeeeaaarcchhhh the
eeeggggssss! Looks, I have already found one for you.“ The director blinks again and
looks down on the gift the child is offering him: A beautifully coloured Ukrainian Easter
egg. Dasha is entering the room, scolding the child: “I told you to let your grandpa sleep!”
The director waves at her, signalling that it is ok. The child runs to the door, out of the
room. Dasha follows the child. The director sits up on his bed. The paper notes behind
his bed are gone, one last snippet on a toenail is the last trace of them.
In the sunlit garden, Andrej, Dasha and the child are engaged in the Easter eggs search as
the director steps out, a cup of coffee in his hand. He sees the small family running back
and forth across the lawn. The dog is following them, barking. We see Dasha whirling the
child in the air. As the child finally parts from its mother and runs away from her, Dasha
turns to the camera with an expression of deeply felt hope in her eyes. As the director
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Scene left out: The director’s „Butoh dance“ (provisional scene).
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looks to the horizon, the frame changes
slowly to the Ukrainian Flag, built from
blue sky and a wide wheat field.
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